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a b s t r a c t

This paper investigated the influence of simple support girds on flow, irrespective of having mixing
vanes, in a 1 x 3 array rod bundle by using CFD methodology and the most accurate turbulence model
which could reflect the actual physics of the flow was determined. In this context, a CFD model was
created simulating the experimental studies on a single-phase flow [1] and the results were compared
with the experimental data. In the first part of the study, influence of mesh was examined. Tetra, hybrid
and poly type meshes were analyzed and convergence study was carried out on each in order to
determine the most appropriate type and density. k� ε Standard and RSM LPS turbulence models were
used in this section. In the second part of the study, the most appropriate turbulence model that could
reflect the physics of the actual flow was investigated. RANS based turbulence models were examined
using the mesh that was determined in the first part. Velocity and turbulence intensity results obtained
on the upstream and downstream of the spacer grid at e3dh, þ3dh and þ40dh locations were compared
with the experimental data. In the last section of the study, the behavior of flow through the spacer grid
was examined and its prominent aspects were highlighted on the most appropriate turbulence model
determined in the second part. Results of the study revealed the importance of mesh type. Hybrid mesh
having the largest number of structured elements performed remarkably better than the other two on
results. While comparisons of numerical and experimental results showed an overall agreement within
all turbulence models, RSM LPS presented better results than the others. Lastly, physical appearance of
the flow through spacer grids revealed that springs has more influence on flow than dimples and induces
transient flow behaviors. As a result, flow through a simple support grid was examined and the most
appropriate turbulence model reflecting the actual physics of the flow was determined.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Main functionality of a spacer grid is to sustain the distance
between the fuel rods and in this way, help to maintain uniform
heat distributionwithin sub-channels. Understanding the influence
of spacer grids on flow has significant importance in evaluation of
the thermal-hydraulic performance of the reactor and ensuring safe
operating conditions. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
methods can present qualified analysis results in case the physics of
the real flow could be reflected. In this context, CFD model of an
experimental study on 1x3 array rod bundle consisting of simple
Karaman), ckocar@hacettepe.
@purdue.edu (S. Kim).

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
support grid was created to investigate the effects of support grids
on flow, determine the best practice numerical model in rod bundle
hydraulic analysis and present guide for future computational in-
vestigations [1]. First section of the study focuses on mesh analysis,
presenting convergence and comparison studies on tetra, poly and
hybrid meshes. Second section cover determination of the best
numerical model that comply with the experimental data and the
last section depicts the physical appearance of flow through spacer
grids.

Previous studies in the literature have shown that a plenty of
investigations were conducted relevant to modelling the effects of
mixing vanes on flow however, there have been fewer efforts made
to numerical modelling the influence of simple grid structures,
such as dimples and springs. Ikeda and Hoshi, investigated the
behavior of single phase fluid and DNB phenomena in fuel rod
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bundles of 5x5 array having mixing vane grids [2]. Study correlated
the increase in enthalpy of the flow throughout the sub-channels
with predicting the CHF performance of the fuel bundle. Analysis
results, using the k� ε Standard model were found to be in good
agreement with the experimental data. Cui and Kim, examined the
influence of the vane positions on flow by using RANS turbulence
models [3]. Analysis result showed that k� ε Standard was the
most accurate model in prediction of convective heat transfer and
increase in the bending angle of the vanes enhanced the heat
transfer by promoting cross flow. Lee and Choi, examined the ef-
fects on thermal hydraulic performance of different types of grid
structures in a 17x17 array rod bundle using Reynolds Stress Model
[4]. Grids vanes producing small and large scale vortex flow (SSVF/
LSVF) were investigated which showed that LSVF mixing vanes
were promoting higher secondary flow rates and presenting better
thermal-hydraulic performance than the SSVF mixing vanes. In
addition, LSVF mixing vanes were investigated under different
bundle sizes of 7x7 to 17x17. Results showed that as we reached the
actual dimensions of a PWR bundle, secondary flow rates and
turbulence intensities increases thus, the heat transfer enhances.
This pointed out the importance of simulating in actual dimension
of a fuel rod bundle. Li and Gao, created a methodology for simu-
lation of fuel bundles in actual dimensions with affordable calcu-
lation costs [5]. In this regard, 17 � 17 rod bundle model was
divided into subgroups while, calculations at each part were
interconnected with common boundaries. k�w SST turbulence
model was adopted in the study on polyhedral mesh with yþ 30.
Results presented decent agreement with other studies and ach-
ieved significant decrease in computational time. Conner, studied
lateral motion and heat transfer characteristics of the flow down-
stream of spacer grids in a 5x5 PWR fuel rod bundle setup [6]. k� ε

RNG turbulence model was adopted in the study and 20 million
hexahedral meshwere usedwhere, yþ values were between 40 and
100 on the boundaries. Simulation results on cross flow structure
appeared to be in good agreement with the test results however,
lateral velocity magnitudes didn’t closely match. Results were
consistent with other studies and verified that flow structure on the
downstream of grids is independent of temperature and Reynolds
number. In addition to Conner’s previous studies [6], Gandhir and
Hassan used k� ε Realizable and k�w SST on the same geometric
model for examination of cross flow induced by spacer grids [7].
Conner put forward k� ε RNG as the best practice to simulate flow
in rod bundles using poly mesh [6]. However, Gandhir and Hassan
achieved decent results using k�w SST model and adopting hex-
ahedral mesh comparing with the experimental data [7]. Liu and
Ferng, investigated the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of a 5 x 5
PWR fuel rod bundle consisting of split vanes and simple support
type grids separately [8]. RANS turbulence modeling with standard
and advanced wall treatments were adopted in analysis with an
unstructured mesh. Results on heat transfer revealed that
enhanced wall treatment provides better performance and
improved accuracy in comparison to standard wall function among
all turbulence models. k�w SST and RSM LPS turbulence models
achieved the most accurate results on simple support grids using
standardwall function. However, details in simple support grid like,
dimples and springs appear not to be included in the model. OECD/
NEA-KAERI realized a benchmark exercise on MATiS-H experi-
ments investigating turbulent mixing in fuel rod bundles. The aim
of the studywas to provide guidance for creating a CFD analysis tool
that will be utilized monitoring CHF margin of a reactor in opera-
tion and/or simulate DNB in accident scenarios [4]. Study brought
vast amount of research data to literature comprising split and/or
swirl type spacer grids, different setup parameters and various
mesh types. Results showed that transient analysis with complex
turbulence models on structured mesh produced the most accurate
results. Hybrid SAS-SST and LES-Smagorinsky and RSM were the
most successful models while, other RANS models had weaker
estimates. Several analogous work have been carried out recent
years regarding prediction of mixing and heat transfer induced by
different types of spacer grids; investigation of flow characteristics
and thermal-hydraulic performance; validation or sensibility
studies on turbulence models and so on [9e18].

Investigation of flow through simple support grids are not
common in computational fluid dynamics moreover, not has been
studied in detail. This paper presents a modeling study of a fully
scaled PWR spacer grid and will help in understanding the true
physics of flow through grid structures by computational means
furthermore will provide a resource for future investigations.

2. Modelling methodology

2.1. Computational geometry and mesh

Model geometry was created referencing experiment setup in
flow laboratories in Penn State University [1]. In order to reflect the
actual flow conditions of the reactor core besides the relative
geometric dimensions of the spacer grid, scaling study of the test
section and the spacer grid was performed referencing literature of
a Westinghouse PWR [19]. Model consists of a 1 x 3 array rod
bundle having three sections in total with a simple support grid.
Ansys Design Modeler was used to generate the geometry
compatible with the experimental setup. The geometry only com-
prises of the fluid contained volume while, solid parts inside like
rods, dimples and springs were extracted. Total length of the model
is 203.1 cm consisting of upstream, grid and downstream sections.
Each section has the length and hydraulic diameter of 60.9 cm (27
dh), 20.3 cm (10 dh), 121.9 cm (54 dh) respectively. Fuel rods have
diameter of 31.7 mm and the rod pitch is 44.4 mm. In the grid
section, flow separates into three individual channels with a strap
having 0.8 mm thickness. In each channel fuel rod is held by four
dimples and two springs. Similar to a typical PWR spacer grid,
dimples hold the rod on the top and bottom of the support grid
while springs are located in the middle. The dimples and springs
both have a common, simplified ring shape in the model as in the
experimental setup. In order to simplify the geometry and create a
robust mesh pattern at the intersections, dimples and springs were
embedded negligibly small into the rod bundle. The model geom-
etry and the layout of the grid sectionwith dimples and springs are
shown in Fig. 1.

The first aim of the study was to select the most appropriate
type and density of mesh to be used for the analysis. In this regard,
three frequently used mesh types were prepared nominated as
“tetra”, “poly” and “hybrid” meshes. Tetra mesh was generated
from tetrahedral cells filling the interior covered with prism layers
on the surfaces. Poly mesh was generated by converting tetrahedral
cells into poly elements in Fluent. Similarly, hybrid mesh was
generated by converting the tetrahedral cells into hexahedral cells.
While poly mesh was able to directly adopt with surface elements
in transition from interior regions; hexahedral cells were con-
nected to surface elements by tetrahedral cells. Each mesh was
smoothed several times throughout the generation steps to reach
maximum cell quality in regards of skewness and aspect ratio.
Quality metrics of Icem CFD was utilized during mesh generation
and mesh quality below 0.2 was avoided. In this way, grid angels
below 20 and above 160 or high aspect ratios such as >50 were
prevented [20]. Cross sectional view of each mesh type at different
locations are given in Fig. 2. Mesh generation around the region of
dimples and springs were challenging as the geometry here was
complicated therefore, much smaller sized cells and shorter prisms
were used near the edges of the geometry. Boundary layers on the



Fig. 1. Model geometry and grid details.

Fig. 2. (a) Tetra mesh at dimples
(b) Poly mesh at springs
(c) Hybrid mesh at downstream section.
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walls were made up of 3 layers and yþy30 was adopted
throughout the geometry except the region of intersection between
dimple/spring and the rods. Practically cell growth ratio of 1.2 was
utilized. Summary of the properties of mesh are given in Table 1.

Mesh convergence study was performed for each type of mesh
in order to specify the most appropriate density and verify that the
results are independent of mesh size. Each mesh was rebuilt
approximately 1.5 times denser until results don’t change thereby,
convergence was achieved. Mesh refinement was ensured to be
equivalent for all mesh types during mesh generation in Icem CFD
by monitoring the cross-sectional cell numbers at specific intervals
throughout the spacer grid at each refinement step that is given in
Table 1. Five locations were measured, from 0.2 to 0.7, each one
defining its relative distance from the bottom of the spacer grid.
Besides, number of cells at locations 0.2 and 0.7 were also the same
with the upstream and downstream cross sections respectively.
Although tetra and hybrid meshes were able to be measured in
Icem CFD, poly mesh was considered to be similarly refined just as
tetra mesh after the conversion process in Fluent as it could not be
counted after being converted. In Table 1, sizes of Mesh II and Mesh
III seems to be close to each other although, interior mesh size is 1.5
denser. The difference comes from increasing the boundary layer
size to 5 especially, higher number of mesh were generated around
dimple and spring region. Effect of boundary layer size on results
was also inspected and no significant changes were observed as
required yþ was achieved and wall functions were used. Same
boundary layer size was also adopted and found sufficient in other
studies [12]. In this study, 2 to 3 steps were taken in order to ach-
ieve required convergence depending on mesh type. Two turbu-
lence models were utilized in mesh convergence studies; SKE was
used in representation of 2 equationmodels and RSM-LPS was used
in representation of �3 equation models. RSM-LPS results on
different mesh sizes at þ3dh for the hybrid mesh is given in Fig. 3.
As it can be seen from the figure, Mesh III was deemed to be
converged satisfying conditions explained in Section 2.2 however,
results were not identically the same on the front half of the bundle
[x: 0e2,2 cm] between Mesh III and IV. Variance between
converged results on Mesh III and IV was particular to more com-
plex model RMS-LPS rather than k� ε Standard. As this region was
Table 1
Mesh properties.

Property Mesh I Mesh II Mesh III Mesh IV

Total mesh size (mil.)
Tetra 4.6 8.1 9.5 12.9
Poly 2.1 3.1 4.6 -
Hybrid 5.8 9.7 8.7 13.5
Cell size (mm)
Upstream Section 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.18
Grid 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.15
Downstream Section 0.25 0.22 0.22 0.18

Surface cell size 0.50 0.32 0.25 0.18
Number of boundary layers 3 5 3 3
yþ value 30 30 30 30
Number of cells per cross-section in spacer grid
Hybrid mesh
0.7 4288 6659 10103 14084
0.5 4231 6497 10024 13666
0.35 25395 30619 15402 23736
0.325 6776 16046 11994 21782
0.2 4331 6334 10225 13826
Tetra mesh
0.7 4225 6881 9198 11298
0.5 4216 6742 9093 11244
0.35 24151 28844 15046 15301
0.325 6616 10076 10273 12132
0.2 4303 6757 9327 11220



Fig. 3. Non-dimensional streamwise velocity results at þ3dh elevation on hybrid mesh
at different mesh sizes.

Fig. 4. Non-dimensional streamwise velocity results at þ3dh elevation on tetra, poly
and hybrid meshes.
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in the wake of springs, it raised suspicion of a transient flow
behavior which was similarly reported on other studies indicating
vortex shedding induced by springs [21,22]. This phenomenon was
further investigated and results were explained in the next sec-
tions. Converged meshes used in this study are bolded in Table 1.

2.2. Simulation method and setup

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) turbulence models
were examined in the focus of this study under steady state con-
ditions. The turbulence models that were used in calculations are;
k� ε standard (SKE), k� ε renormalization group (KE-RNG), k� ε

realizable (RKE), k� u standard (SKW), k� u baseline (KW-BSL),
k� u shear stress transport (KW-SST); transition k � kl� u,
transition SST and Reynolds stress model - linear pressure strain
(RMS-LPS). Standard model constants advised by Ansys Fluent
were adopted in the model setup. Wall functions were utilized for
near wall treatment in all turbulencemodels. Scalablewall function
was preferred for its capability tomodel the boundary conditions at
all ranges of yþ values in high Reynolds number turbulencemodels.
This approach was especially required to model the non-equivalent
boundary layers around the region of springs and dimples.

A uniform axial velocity of 3m/s was considered at the inlet as in
the experiment which, corresponds to a flow Reynolds number of
~68.000. 5% turbulent intensity ratio and 10% turbulent viscosity
ratio were preserved as in standard application. Outlet boundary of
downstream section was set as pressure outlet and all other
boundaries including channel walls, rods, dimples and spring were
specified to be wall.

Fluid medium was single-phase water at room temperature
therefore, pressure-based solver was designated. In addition, flow
was assumed to be in isothermal condition therefore, energy
equation was neglected in calculations. Semi-Implicit Method for
Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLEC) was utilized for pressure-
velocity coupling and second order upwind discretization
schemes were applied in the model equations.

Convergence was evaluated on 10�4 residual basis as initial
approach. Additionally, residual behavior was examined and the
outlet mass flow rate was monitored in order to judge on conver-
gence. Residuals were expected to decay in a linear pattern
whereas, a robust solution is considered to have a mass flux dif-
ference below 1%.

3. Results

Experimental data provided one dimensional velocity and tur-
bulence intensity measurements from laser Doppler anemometry
at the center of the rod gap, along the channel width. Data set
provided was between the center and leftmost rods at elevations
3dh before, 3dh after and 40dh after the spacer grid (which will be
nominated as e3dh, þ3dh and þ40dh). 5% uncertainty was taken
into account in the results as per the estimates of Wheeler. Studies
on mesh structure was presented in the first part of this study.
Converged mesh results were obtained on tetra, hybrid and poly
type meshes and compared with the experimental data aiming to
determine the most appropriate mesh type and density. Only, SKE
and RSM-LPSmodels were used in this section. In the second part of
the study, velocity and turbulence intensity results acquired from
all turbulence models were compared with the experimental data
on mesh that was determined in the first part. In this section, the
most appropriate turbulence model reflecting the actual flow
through simple support grids was revealed. Last part of the study
present and interpret the physical appearance of flow through
spacer grids.
3.1. Results on mesh

Non-dimensional streamwise velocity distribution at þ3dh for
all types of mesh can be seen in Fig. 4. Results demonstrated the
importance of mesh type on calculations which, varied significantly
at each mesh type. Considering turbulence models; SKE achieved
closer results with tetra and poly meshes having two similar ve-
locity peaks however, poly mesh presented a lower valley in the
middle. On the other hand, hybrid mesh estimated lower velocity
magnitudes in comparison to tetra and poly meshes and was
capable of predicting the slight oblique velocity profile originated
from the dimples and springs. On the contrary, RMS-LPS presented
independent estimates per mesh type and predicted the most ac-
curate results with hybrid among all. Considering mesh structure;
Both RSM-LPS and SKE models that run on tetra mesh presented
much the same velocity distribution. Similarly, result on poly mesh
presented identical results with both turbulence models. On the
other hand, RMS-LPS results that run on hybridmeshwas improved
significantly and showed modest agreement with experimental
results in comparison with SKE model.

Results showed that both models with either mesh type could
be able to reasonably capture the flow however, most accurate and
reliable results were achieved with hybrid mesh among all cases.
The reason behind the success of hybrid mesh is likely that the
structured hexahedral cell meshing in the core of the geometry. It is
well known that structured mesh avoids numerical diffusion and
similar results support this idea in the other studies which is fa-
voring fully structured meshing [23]. Consequently, the hybrid
mesh was determined to be used in the second section of the study



Fig. 5. Non-dimensional streamwise velocity distribution a) at -3dh b) at þ3dh c) at þ40dh.
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for investigation of the most appropriate turbulence model that
could reflect the actual flow conditions in subject rod bundle. On
the other hand, results showed that the tetra and especially poly
meshes were able to provide an understanding to the characteris-
tics of the flow considering its simplified mesh generation and
reduced calculation times.

3.2. Results on turbulence models

For all turbulence models investigated, non-dimensional
streamwise velocity profiles at -3dh, þ3dh, þ40dh elevations are
given in Fig. 5. Results showed an overall agreement with the
experimental data and basic aspects of the flow and turbulence
were able to be captured. More accurate estimations were achieved
on velocity while, turbulence rates shown lesser accuracy
depending on location and turbulence model used. L2 relative er-
rors (%) on streamwise velocities at -3dh, þ3dh, þ40dh elevations
were calculated using Equation (1) and are presented in Fig. 7.
Overall L2 errors were found to vary between 5.9 and 9.8%, while
the major difference was appeared at þ3dh as 8.4e14.4%.

L2relative error ð%Þ ¼
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At -3dh elevation, all of the estimates were over the experi-
mental results to some degree in fully developed conditions and
formed a slight valley in the center of the channel which was
discordant with the experimental data. L2 relative error were
varying between 6.1 and 12.9%. On the other hand, Wheeler noted
indefinite flow inlet conditions due to experimental setup that
could slightly alter the flow on the upstream section [1]. Presum-
ably, the velocity increase towards the rear half of the channel at
-3dh was the consequence of this situation. Considering the four-
sided evenly distributed water flow supply before the upstream
section and the honeycomb flow straightener being placed [1], if
there was an inlet effect it can be neglected or its influence can be
considered within 5% error margin. Besides, upstream section
having 27dh length deemed sufficient for fully developed flow
conditions. Therefore, in case of an ideally distributed flow condi-
tion, front and rear halves of the channel could be considered as
averaged at symmetrical distances from the center and velocity at
the center was expected to slightly drop similar to the pattern in
the simulation results. Inlet conditions might only negligibly affect
the fully developed flow conditions. RSM-LPS, SKE and RKE were
considered to reasonably capture the flow under these conditions
and also presented better results than the other models.

In general, velocity results on k� ε based turbulencemodels and
RSM-LPS presented better estimations while, Omega-based tur-
bulence models had weaker estimations. k�kl� u model was the
weakest of all deviating more than 15% at certain locations. At
the þ3dh elevation, all turbulence models could able to capture the
two-peak velocity distribution however, velocity magnitudes in the
center were under predicted. On the other hand, results were
compatible with other studies which have shown lower magni-
tudes than the experimental readings in the middle of the channel
while overpredicting velocity peaks in the wake of dimples [24, pp.
4-3]. Moreover, a fully scaled support grid having dimple-spring-
dimple arrangement rather than a single dimple, as in the refer-
enced study [24], may result in higher errors. Fundamentally,
discrepancy can be explained by the turbulence model’s capability
to accurately predict the secondary moments in the flow, which
otherwise are known to cause lesser accuracy as in isotropic tur-
bulence models [21]. It is believed that the diffusion of flow from
gap-to-gap region into the sub-channel center is related with the
anisotropy of the flow. Therefore, anisotropic Reynolds stress
model had comparable accuracy with the experimental results
among other isotropic turbulence models in this respect [24].



Fig. 7. L2 relative errors of streamwise velocities as per experimental results.

Fig. 6. Turbulence intensity distribution a) at-3dh b) at þ3dh c) at þ40dh.
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Besides, RSM-LPS, KW-SST and Transition SST turbulence models
presented accurate results at peak locations, RSM-LPS deviated
only below 2% at peaks. In addition, these models could able to
capture the asymmetric velocity distribution and the dissimilar
peaks while, others predicted symmetric results and deviatedmore
on experimental results. RSM-LPS was the most accurate turbu-
lence model among all [25].

Experimental results at þ40dh elevation, show higher velocity
magnitudes towards the front half [x: 0e2,2 cm] of the rod bundle
implicating that the effects of the dimples and springs maintains its
influence. The majority of the models appeared to be in the toler-
ance range of the experimental results. RKE, KE-RNG, RSM and KW-
BSL turbulence models could able to capture the skewed velocity
profile having more accurate estimates in terms of velocity mag-
nitudes but, the rest of the models presented a symmetric two-
peak velocity distribution. A remarkable outcome was KW-SST
and Transition SST presented weaker estimates than the other
models in despite of their better performance at þ3dh. An overall
velocity wise assessment presented lowest L2 relative errors of
5.9%, 6.3% and 7.1% by RSM-LPS, RKE and SKE respectively.

Turbulence intensities were calculated by Equation (2) for the
isotropic turbulence models and by Equation (3) for the Reynolds
stress model and the turbulence intensity profiles at
-3dh, þ3dh, þ40dh elevations are given in Fig. 6. Results on turbu-
lence intensity presented relatively weaker estimates in general at
all turbulence models. On the upstream of the spacer grid at -3dh
elevation, turbulence models underestimated the turbulence in-
tensity magnitudes. At þ3dh model results presented distribution
consistent with the experimental data in comparison to the results
at -3dh. Nevertheless, the rate of change in magnitudes were
overestimated thus, intensity predictions at peaks and valleys were
remarkably out of tolerance range. It was observed that all turbu-
lence models were able to capture the slight increase of turbulence
intensity to the rear side of the rod bundle, [x: 2.8e3.9 cm] which is
considered to be caused by the dimple and springs. k�kl� u was
the most accurate turbulence model regardless of its inaccurate
estimations of velocity. Except k � kl� u; KW-SST, Transition SST
and RSM-LPS presented more accurate results among the rest of all.
At þ40dh elevation all turbulence models mispredicts the location
of turbulence trails at location x: 2.2e2.8 cm instead, present
higher turbulence intensity levels at the front side of the rod
bundle. Turbulence magnitudes at all models tends to decrease
below experimental data.
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A remarkable point of the study was that the more complicated
models like RSM-LPS, Transition SST and Transition k�kl� u pre-
sented 2e4% fluctuating results at þ3dh location after the support
grids which, fades down to less than 1% at þ40dh location. The
fluctuations were in both time and space domains. This event was
also confirmed with unstable residual behavior. Velocity compo-
nents showed repeated fluctuating patterns despite that the
convergence criteria was achieved and mass flux was stable. This
result arouses suspicion of a transient flow occurrence, similar to
vortex shedding structures and conceivably induced by the dimples
and springs. Further investigation was realized in time-dependent
basis in order to determine such phenomena in the next part of
this study. Similar time-dependent behavior was also reported at
other studies [21,23].

A comprehensive evaluation on acquired results revealed that
the RSM-LPS was the best-performing turbulencemodel having the
least L2 relative errors pursuant to simulating the single-phase flow
through simple support grids, however considerable improvement
has been deemed necessary to increase its accuracy and lead to
fully capture the physics of the flow. Complex geometry of dimple-
spring-dimple arrangement of the fully scaled spacer grid was the
most challenging part of the study and may be the impediment
reaching more accurate results in comparison with simplified or
neglected structures in other studies. The steep changes in velocity
and inaccurate bottom valley estimations at the center of the
channel were relatedwith inadequate estimation of secondary flow
that was driven by anisotropy of the turbulence. Secondary flow
would diffuse into rod to rod gap and two axial velocity peaks
would decrease while increasing the valley as it is in experimental
data. Therefore, isotropic models presented weaker estimation
while anisotropic RSM-LPS model has shown better agreement
with the experimental data. Similarly, relatively weaker results
were achieved by isotropic models pointing out the influence of
secondary flow and turbulence models ability to resolve anisotropy
for superior performance in previous studies [21,22,26]. This shows
the general drawbacks of the isotropic RANS turbulence models.
Transition SST, KW-SST and KE-RNG presented relatively well
predictions, despite KE-RNG has shown better performance in
regards to velocity distribution. Even though KE-RNG was adopted
by Conner in his study and put forward to be the best option [6],
Ghandir and Hassan also achieved good results with KW-SSTmodel
Fig. 8. a) Time-dependent streamwise velocity [Uz] in the sp
in the same 5 x 5 rod bundle geometry having grids [7]. This paper
concludes that both KE-RNG and KW-SST models performed worse
than RSM-LPS considering the similar confined single-phase flow
through rod bundles having support grids.
3.3. Transient analysis

Results on steady state models revealed that flow type exam-
ined may require transient solution as higher order complex
models presented a fluctuating residual behavior at all equations
solved. Such behavior was mentioned in best practice guidelines as
well pointing out that a transient flow behavior might be dominant
[22, pp. 92-93] and aroused suspicion on vortex shedding phe-
nomenon. In this context, RSM-LPS was selected in order to
investigate the details of the transient flow as it presented the most
accurate results. Temporal vertex average values of streamwise
velocities at single point ~7.5 cm downstream of spring and dimple
were monitored in order to judge on any transient behavior.
Analysis was conducted at 10�4 s time step resolution and second
order transient formulation was adopted while maintaining the
remaining discretization schemes same as in steady state solution.
Transient simulation was run on obtained steady results and total
4 s of flow simulation was performed however first second of the
simulation was disregarded considering transition into temporal
scheme and fully development of the flow. Remaining 3 s was used
in assessment of the transient behavior and the mean statistics.

Time-dependent results on streamwise velocity verified tran-
sient flow occurrence on the downstream of the springs as pre-
sented in Fig. 8-A. Velocity magnitudes were steadily fluctuating in
the range of 2.6e3.8 m/s presenting a vortex shedding behavior as
anticipated. An average of ~6 velocity peaks were observed per
second of time, which was corresponding to a shedding frequency
of 0.16 Hz. Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) of the vertex averaged
values of the streamwise velocity results are depicted in Fig. 8-B. On
the other side, flow in the wake of second dimples near the exit of
the spacer grid presented relatively weaker fluctuations and tem-
poral velocity presented a semi-independent pattern as shown in
Fig. 9-A. Fluctuations were only in the range of 2.16e2.26 m/s. FFT
of streamwise velocities are presented in Fig. 9-B.

Evaluation of the transient results revealed the details of the
flow and presented a comprehensive and more realistic data than
the steady results. Vortex shedding occurrence that were generated
by especially the springs explained the unstable behavior of steady
results in RMS-LPS and the other complex models. Thereby, steady
state solution may be superficial or misleading for evaluating these
ring wake b) Power spectral density of the fluctuations.



Fig. 9. a) Time-dependent streamwise velocity [Uz] in the dimple wake b) Power spectral density of the fluctuations.
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types of flow features. Lastly, a comparison was made between the
steady results and the transient results of RMS-LPS in order to
determine the accuracy of the steady state solutions.

Comparison of the steady state and the averaged transient re-
sults were given in Fig. 10. An overall assessment of results showed
that both analyses were compatible with each other, while there
was slight improvement in transient analysis. The main noticeable
change was in the mid-section at þ3dh location approaching to the
experimental results almost 2%. Transient analysis presented L2
relative errors of 5.7%, 7.4% and 3.3% at -3dh, þ3dh and þ40dh lo-
cations respectively. Finally, steady state analysis was found to
provide reasonable results against time averaged transient solu-
tions, however detailed aspects of the flow could not be captured,
yet steady analysis couldn’t provide a robust time independent
solution. Therefore, necessity for transient solution has become
apparent for higher order turbulence models to truly capture the
physics of the flow and with higher accuracy.
Fig. 10. Comparison of non-dimensional streamwise velocities on steady stat
3.4. Appearance of the flow in the most appropriate turbulence
model

Comparison results of velocity contour plots of the best-fit tur-
bulence model, RMS-LPS, with the experimental data are given in
Fig. 11. In the first place although results at -3dh and þ40dh ele-
vations were in decent agreement with the data, different velocity
scale than the experimental data had to be assigned because of the
larger deviations in numerical model at þ3dh. Simulation results at
-3dh and þ40dh could capture the velocity increase through the
mid of the sub-channel as well as the relative decrease on the front
wall gap region. Most significant changes on flow have been
occurred at þ3dh. Results showed two velocity peaks at bottom
corners of the plot while, left intensified peak varied from the
experimental data that exhibit a slightly diffused distribution.
Location and magnitudes of the peaks could able to be adequately
captured. Trails of turbulence on the downstream of dimples could
e and time averaged transient results a) at -3dh b) at þ3dh c) at þ40dh.



Fig. 11. Velocity contour plots Uz/Ubulk, experimental data (left) vs simulation results
(right) a) at þ40dh b) at þ3dh c) at -3dh.
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be seen by unstable blue-yellowish region, [x/Phalf:�0.3 toþ0.3], at
the mid-section on the wall gap. Blue region on the left half of the
rod wall boundary seen in the experimental data indicates turbu-
lence formation induced by the rod however, this effect could not
be captured in the simulation. Velocity distribution before spacer
grid had the similar plot with results at þ40dh but, having slightly
higher velocity magnitudes in the core of the flow. Therefore, re-
sults indicated that effect of spacer grid disappears at þ40dh.

Results of turbulence intensity rates in comparison with the
experimental data are presented in Fig. 12. The first glance to the
simulation results at -3dh andþ40dh shown that smooth transition
was predicted from wall boundaries to interior regions despite of
experimental data which indicates local fluctuations throughout
the plot area. At -3dh elevation, similar plot with the experimental
data was achieved however, calculations under estimated turbu-
lence intensities through the interior regions of the flow. This re-
veals, RSM-LPS turbulence model had lower turbulent diffusion
estimates than the actual flow. Additionally, velocity increase in rod
spacing caused higher turbulence rates on the rod boundary as
expected however, simulation could not be able to catch this effect
Fig. 12. Turbulence intensity contour plots ðw’2Þ1

=

2 =Uz , experimental data (left) vs
simulation results (right) a) at þ40dh b) at þ3dh c) at -3dh.
and instead presented an equal distribution around the rod
boundary. Atþ3dh elevation, calculation results presented a chaotic
structure in comparison with the experimental data yet, provided
significant similarities and feedback. Results revealed turbulence
trails arising from edges of the dimples. Turbulence rising to the
right wall of the dimple located in the front wall gap of the spacer
was captured in decent similarity with the experimental results. On
the other side, [x/Phalf: �0.5 to 0], weaker trails of turbulence
appeared on the walls of the both dimples leaving lower magni-
tudes of turbulence in the core of the left sub-channel. Conversely,
experimental data presented a high turbulent region towards the
core apparently caused as a result of flow forced to the corner by
the dimples on each sides. Another point is, rates of change of
turbulence in vertical direction on the right rod gap, [x/Phalf: 0.5 to
1], was able to be reflected as shown on experimental data, albeit
weakly. Simulation results atþ40dh presented similar plot with the
results on the upstream of support grid but, the turbulence mag-
nitudes appeared to rise throughout the section. Better agreement
with the experimental data was achieved accordingly. Also, it was
well understood that effect of support grids disappears.

Development of the flow through simple support grid structure
with the best available numerical model in this paper is given in
Fig. 13. Particle stream paths in a single channel can be seen on the
right side of the figure. After the flow was diverted into individual
channels, first row of dimples caused the flow to be pushed towards
the channel corners resulting in an increase in its velocity. Results
presented that dimples had no significant influence on flow
because of its horizontal arrangement allowing the passage of the
flow. In addition, dimple shaped turbulence footprints and straight
stream paths verifies the limited impact of dimples on flow. On the
downstream of the dimples, velocity had tendency to dissipate
along the channel cross-section. On the other hand, springs were
revealed to have greater impact on flow considering its larger tur-
bulence footprints and also resulted in the highest velocity mag-
nitudes throughout the channels. Flow stream paths presented
chaotic pattern even vortex structures on the downstream.
Although similar inlet conditions existed, individual turbulence
footprints at each channel lead author to further investigate on flow
structure through springs. In this context vertical sectional velocity
Fig. 13. Development of flow through support grids.



Fig. 14. Vertical sectional velocity profile through a) spring b) dimples.

Fig. 15. Development of flow through entire channel after support grid.
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profiles were examined in the next part of the study. Before second
row of dimples, flow tends to renormalize back to its upstream
conditions. Second row of dimples had similar weak influence as
the first one and flow leaves the support grid, moderately
concentrated on to the corners of the channel.

Vertical sectional velocity profiles are given in Fig. 14. Plot re-
sults demonstrated important details regarding the behavior of
flow through grid structures. Dimples presented smooth flow trails
on the downstream similar to particle path results previously
shown. Conversely, flow passing through springs presented fluc-
tuating behavior which could effect the stability of the flow. Fluid
motion was similar to vortex shedding structures through this re-
gion. This also verifies the reason of transient behavior on numer-
ical results. Turbulent core on the downstream appeared to exist up
to second row of dimples with decreasing influence and yet its
trails continues after the support grid. The underlying reason for
unsteady behavior induced by springs instead of dimples, might be
because of its higher flow blockage ratio and most probably its
elliptical shape perpendicular to flow direction.

Finally, development of the flow in the entire channel after
support grid at 3dh intervals are presented in Fig. 15. In the near
vicinity of the support grid, at 3dh, turbulence trails induced by
springs and dimples still maintains its influence. Similarly, velocity
peaks formed near the corners of the channel evolves separately at
this distance. However, in the next 3dh interval flow quickly tends
to recover and diffuse into rod and wall spacing. Velocity peaks
coalesce at 9dh distance and flow further stabilizes. Results
demonstrated that influence of grid on flow significantly dis-
appeared at 12dh location which, was appeared to occur in much
shorter range than the experimental data seen at 40dh. Numerical
results provided much elaborate information than experimental
data.

4. Conclusion

In this study, flow through a simple support grid in a 1x3 rod
bundle was investigated in order to determine the best available
technique by computational methods and understand the single-
phase fluid behavior through support grids. In the first section of
the study, effect of mesh on results were presented. In the second
section, available turbulence models in Fluent 17.0 were analyzed
and compared with the experimental data. Last section showed the
physical appearance of the flow through support grids.

Results demonstrated that although mesh convergence was
achieved at each type and results were shown to be independent of
mesh density, different mesh structures also had significant influ-
ence on the converged results. The hybrid mesh which, has the
greatest number of structured cells presentedmore accurate results
than the tetra and the poly meshes. This was achieved by reducing
the false numerical diffusion as a consequence of utilizing struc-
tured cells. The poly mesh delivered significant improvement in
calculation time but for a better precision, structured mesh is rec-
ommended. On the other hand, isotropic turbulence models in
general predicted similar flow behavior however, anisotropic RSM-
LPS presented the most accurate estimation among all the turbu-
lence models that appeared to capture the flow details. This has
drawn attention to its ability to resolve the anisotropy driven sec-
ondary flow induced by dimples and springs. Although steady state
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analysis presented reasonable results against time averaged tran-
sient solution, transient analysis has shown to be able to capture
the details of the flow like vortex shedding and provided a robust
time averaged solution. Even so, RSM results can be improved in
certain areas. Adjusting the model constants might be the one
potential way to achieve more accurate results. The performance of
omega-based models might be adversely affected by the near-wall
treatment, so the author recommends further investigation on
boundary condition modelling. Flow structure through support
grid revealed the influence of grid structures on flow that, springs
appeared to induce vortex shedding behavior on flow downstream
while dimples had lesser influence. Transient behavior in numeri-
cal results were explained by this way. Results has shown that in-
fluence of spacer grids lasts in short distance.
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